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ABSTRACT:
Stephen King's "Dead Zone" is
enriched with humanistic ideas, in which
the author works not on the basis of rumors
and speculation in society, but on the basis
of scientifically based facts, which allows
him to take his work seriously. This article
is about portraying the ideas of goodness
and humanity expressed in the play, and
about the features of these ideas when
creating a fantastic work.
Keywords: Good, evil, lies, truth, heroism,
savior, humiliation, struggle, truth, time.
INTRODUCTION:
The problem of the present and future of
man plays a fundamental and even decisive
role in the perception of the modern system of
relations. in Western philosophy, this problem
has become the main theme. At the beginning
of the last century, this problem entered the
literature and determined its appearance in the
second half of the century. Writers began to
think mainly about the place of man in a
rapidly changing world, about the problems of
morality, about the problems of Good and Evil
in modern reality. Stephen King is without
exception.
LITERATURE REVIEW:
It is known that a number of works by R.
Bradbury and A. Asimov have been translated
into Uzbek. The first factor that strikes a
balance between originality and translation has
to do with the use of sci-fi terms. Since many of
these terms are international in nature, they
are not translated, but one way or another go
into the translation version. This corresponds

to the formal principle in linguistics. It is true
–Šƒ– ò–Š‡ ƒ„‹Ž‹–› ‘ˆ ƒ –”ƒ••Žƒ–‘” ™Š‘ –”ƒ••Žƒ–‡•
from an intermediary language is limited
because he or she has not worked on the
original. Sometimes some passages in the
original may be omitted or changes may be
made during the translation process to make
sense.ó
But in fiction, such boundaries almost
do not exist. The reason is that the nature of
the sci-fi term doesn't allow it. However, by
explaining their essence in Uzbek, it will be
possible to understand the content of the work.
In addition, sci-fi terms are updated, absorbed
into the vocabulary of modern vocabulary.
Consequently, science fiction terms occupy a
strong place in the system of neologisms of the
language. There are even terms that are now
used
as
medical
terms
(euthanasia,
hallucinations...). This indicates that the scope
of the use of science fiction terms is expanding.
W‡ …ƒ• …‘••‹†‡” –‡’Š‡• ‹•‰ï• ™‘”• ƒ•
masterpiece of fantastic works.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
In his works, Stephen King uses fantasy
and science fiction, an element of novels that
terrifies the heart of the reader. Usually in the
works of Stephen King elements of different
genres are mixed. It is these features that
ensure the uniqueness of King's work and its
unique recognition by readers. Although the
author talks about vampires, ruthless killers,
pyramids, ghosts, telekinesis, telepathy, he
scientifically raises the most pressing issues of
that time, such as the individual and his place
in society, the struggle between good and evil.
Stephen King's novel Dead Zone (1979) is
literally the author's best work. The novel tells
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the story of John Smith, a common American
intellectual with telepathic and prophetic
powers. As a child, John fell while flying on ice
and suffered a head injury, but quickly got to
his feet. Since all childhood illnesses are
forgotten, this event will soon be forgotten. But
soon Johnny discovers a strange trait in himself
- he could look at the person in front of him and
imagine what will happen to him in the future.
But no one paid attention to his character
either. Years later, little Johnny grows up to be
a cheerful and calm teacher: «He was a tall man
who had a tendency to slouch, and kids called
him Frankenstein. Johnny seemed to be
amused rather than outraged by this. And yet
his classes were mostly quiet and well
„‡Šƒ˜‡†á –Š‡”‡ ™‡”‡ ˆ‡™ ••‹’’‡”• å ‡ ™ƒ• –Š‡
sort of teacher who, in another ten years,
would have the school year book dedicated to
him»
•Ð ÄÞÎ ÅÞÔÑÍÑÆÑ ÓÑÔÕÃ Ë ÐÈÏÐÑÆÑ
ÔÖÕÖÎËÎÔâá ÊÃ ÚÕÑ ÇÈÕË ÒÓÑÊÅÃÎË ÈÆÑ
£ÓÃÐÍÈÐÛÕÈÌÐÑÏä žÓÃÅÇÃá ÑÐ ÄÞÎ ÔÍÑÓÈÈ
àÕËÏ ÇÑÅÑÎÈÐá ÐÈÉÈÎË ÓÃÊÇÑÔÃÇÑÅÃÐä œÃ ÈÆÑ
ÖÓÑÍÃØ
ÙÃÓËÎÃ
ÕËÛËÐÃ
Ë
ÒÑÍÑÌá
ÒÓÑÆÖÎßÜËÍÑÅ ÏÃÎÑäää •Ð ÄÞÎ ÑÇÐËÏ ËÊ ÕÈØ
ÖÚËÕÈÎÈÌá ÍÑÕÑÓÞÏ ÚÈÓÈÊ ÇÈÔâÕÑÍ ÎÈÕ
ÒÑÔÅâÜÃáÕ ÛÍÑÎßÐÞÈ ÈÉÈÆÑÇÐËÍËä
•
:
From the side of Johnny, he could not
complain about his life. He falls in love with a
girl named Seira Krecknel. Seira is also not
indifferent to him. But fate brings Johnny
another tragedy: he is hit by a car, returning
from a meeting with Seira. He was taken to the
regional medical center with a broken skull and
unconscious, and Johnny remains unconscious
there for four years. In the meantime, even her
parents were desperate to recover. A miracle
also happens when doctors convince that there
is no more hope: Johnny wakes up and comes
to life.

Joni, who was as pale as a doc,
suffered a lot, but did not faint, felt that he had
a prophetic character. Every time someone
touches him or touches him, his prophecy
begins, and the future of that person is revealed
before his eyes. In particular, he tells his doctor
Sam Wyzak that he finds his mother, whom he
lost thirty years ago during World War II:
children, Johnny said in the same calm, washed
out voice. Her life took her all over the
™‘”Ž†å •‡ ‘ˆ –Š‡ …Š‹Ž†”‡• –Š‡› Šƒ† ‹• †‡ƒ†ä
The other are alive and fine. But she dreams of
›‘— •‘•‡–‹•‡•åýä
“ÉÑÐË ÒÑÇÐâÎ ÆÎÃÊÃ ÐÃ ‘ÈÌÊÃÍÃä
‘ÃÛÃ ÏÃÕß ÉËÅÃäää ™ÑÆÇÃ ÊÃÍÑÐÚËÎÃÔß ÅÑÌÐÃá
ÑÐÃ ÖÈØÃÎÃ Å §ÅÈÌÙÃÓËá Ë ÅÞÛÎÃ ÊÃÏÖÉ ÊÃ
ÛÅÈÌÙÃÓÔÍÑÆÑ ËÐÉÈÐÈÓÃá ÈÆÑ ÊÅÃÎË ¤àÎÏÖÕ
•ÑÓÈÐÙä ¢ ÐÈÈ Ë Ö ¤àÎÏÖÕÃ •ÑÓÈÐÙÃ ÓÑÇËÎÑÔß
ÚÈÕÅÈÓÑ ÇÈÕÈÌä
“ÉÑÐË ÆÑÅÑÓËÎ ÅÔÈ ÕÈÏ ÉÈ ÕËØËÏ Ë
ÔÎÃÄÞÏ ÆÑÎÑÔÑÏä
•ËÊÐß ÄÓÑÔÃÎÃ ÈÈ Å
ÓÃÊÐÞÈ ÍÑÐÙÞ ÔÅÈÕÃäää •ÇËÐ ËÊ ÇÈÕÈÌ ÒÑÆËÄä
•ÔÕÃÎßÐÞÈ ÉËÅÞ Ë ÊÇÑÓÑÅÞä œÑ ÅÓÈÏâ ÑÕ
ÅÓÈÏÈÐË ÑÐÃ ÆÓÈÊËÕ ÅÃÏËäää
This extraordinary quality of his soul
causes a series of disappointments in his head.
In the eyes of the people, he seems to be a liar
and an accuser, so the school administration,
fearing "public opinion", says goodbye to him.
After that John will have many interesting
suggestions from different publishers, but he
will not accept any of them. He doesn't want to
be a toy in the hands of fraudulent publishers.
This is why he responds rudely to Richard
Dees, editor of Inside View magazine.
ü ‘— ƒ••‡† •‡ ™Šƒ– –Š‘—‰Š–ó ‘Š••›
•ƒ‹†ä ò ïŽŽ –‡ŽŽ ›‘—ä –Š‹•• ›‘— ƒ”‡ ƒ ‰Š‘—Žä
‰”ƒ˜‡ ”‘„„‡” ‘ˆ ’‡‘’Ž‡ï• †”‡ƒ••ä –Š‹•• ›‘—ï”‡
someone ought to put you to work at RotoRooter. I think your mother should have died of
cancer the day after she conceived you. If there
is a hell, I hope you burn there.»
«-¡Þ ÔÒÓÃÛËÅÃÈÛßá ÚÕÑ â ÇÖÏÃá
ÔÍÃÊÃÎ “ÉÑÐËä ® ÔÍÃÉÖ ÕÈÄÈä ® ÇÖÏÃáá ÚÕÑ ÕÞ
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ÅÃÏÒËÓä ¡Þ ÒÑÉËÓÃÈÛß ÚÈÎÑÅÈÚÈÔÍËÈ
ÐÃÇÈÉÇÞä ¡ÈÄÈ ÄÞ ÓÃÄÑÕÃÕß ÐÃ ÍÎÃÇÄËÜÈä ®
ÇÖÏÃáá ÕÅÑÈÌ ÏÃÕÈÓË ÔÎÈÇÑÅÃÎÑ ÄÞ ÖÏÈÓÈÕß
ÑÕ ÓÃÍÃ ÐÃ ÔÎÈÇÖáÜËÌ ÉÈ ÇÈÐßá ÒÑÔÎÈ ÕÑÆÑ
ÍÃÍ ÑÐÃ ÕÈÄâ ÊÃÚÎÃä ”ÔÎË ÈÔÕß ÃÇá ÐÃÇÈáÔßá
ÕÞ Å ÐÈÏ ÔÆÑÓËÛßäý
Johni doesn't want all the attention on
him. He does not need the glory of "the prophet
who led the weary and desperate American
people out of the wilderness." He does not
strive for fame and does not want to make a
living by selling his prophecy, which will
happen unwittingly. His only desire is for
everyone to forget what happened and leave
him alone. She wants to live hand in hand and
practice her favorite profession.
He wrote the following in his letter to
Seira on December 27, 1975.
ü ‡ŽŽá †‘•ï– ™ƒ•– –‘ •‘—•† ‰Ž‘‘•›á ‹– ƒ‹•ï–
–Šƒ– „ƒ†ä —– †‘•ï– ™ƒ•– –‘ „‡ ƒ ’”ƒ…–‹…‹•‰
’•›…Š‹…á †‘•ï– ™ƒ•– –‘ ‰‘ ‘• –‘—” ‘” ƒ’’‡ƒ” ‘•
å Šƒ– ƒ• ”‡ƒŽŽ› Žooking forward to is
getting to Cleavs Mills and sinking into utter
obscurity of the H.S.English teacher. And save
my psychic flashes for football pep rallies».
«žÑÌÏË ÏÈÐâ ÒÓÃÅËÎßÐÑ, â ÐÈ
ÔÑÄËÓÃáÔß ÔÆÖÜÃÕß ÍÓÃÔÍË. žÓÑÔÕÑ ÏÐÈ ÐÈ
ØÑÚÈÕÔâ ÄÞÕß ÒÓÃÍÕËÍÖáÜËÏ àÍÔÕÓÃÔÈÐÔÑÏá
ÈÊÇËÕß Ô ÎÈÍÙËâÏË Ë ÏÃâÚËÕß ÐÃ
ÕÈÎÈàÍÓÃÐÈäää ›ÐÈ ÄÞ ÅÈÓÐÖÕßÔâ Å ™ÎËÅÔ
›ËÎÔá ÖÚËÕÈÎÈÏ ÔÕÃÓÛËØ ÍÎÃÔÔÑÅ Ë ÉËÕß ÄÞ
ÔÈÄÈ Å ÔÅÑÈÌ ÐÑÓÍÈä — ÒÓËÄÈÓÈÚß ÔÅÑË
ÑÊÃÓÈÐËâ ÇÎâ ×ÖÕÄÑÎßÐÞØ ÄÃÕÃÎËÌ».
ü –ï• –Š‡ ’‘™‡” –Š‡ ‘† ™‘”•‹•‰ ‹• ›‘—áï
she sa‹†ä –ï• ƒ ‰”‡ƒ– ”‡•’‘••‹„‹Ž‹–›á ‘Š••›ä
‰”‡ƒ– –”—•–ä ‘— •—•– „‡ ™‘”–Š›å ƒ˜‹‘”èý
-«¡Þ ÐÃÇÈÎÃÐ ÄÑÉÈÔÕÅÈÐÐÑÌ ÔËÎÑÌ, ÆÑÅÑÓËÎÃ
ÑÐÃä
¬ÕÑ
ÄÑÎßÛÃâ
ÑÕÅÈÕÔÕÅÈÐÐÑÔÕßá “ÉÑÐËä •ÑÎßÛÑÈ ÇÑÅÈÓËÈä
¡Þ ÇÑÎÉÈÐ ÄÞÕß ÈÆÑ ÇÑÔÕÑËÐ... ÒÃÔËÕÈÎß!»
Johnny's father, Herbert Smith, was a
carpenter, like Jesus' father. The Savior of
Humanity, John Smith, is a symbol of Good,
Humanity and Humanity, like Jesus in the Bible.

Johnny uses his prophecy for the good of
society: he finds flaws in a maniac - a maniac
who terrorizes the inhabitants of the town of
Carsel Rock, repeatedly rapes women, and then
kills them. He does this through prophecy, not
through scouts. As such, he uncovers a series of
murders, followed by newspaper articles with
high-profile headlines such as the following
example: "chief psyche sending sheriff to
deputy killer's house after visiting the crime
scene." From the New York Times, December
19, 1975.
His desire to help people is manifested
in his humanity, in his love for others, in his
desire to do good not in his own interests, but
for the good. After these events, Smith reaches
the peak of the prophecy. Now no one could
threaten him - not even the local thugs who did
not want to believe what was happening before
their eyes and were still hostile to a young
teacher like Johnny. The reason they are
insecure is because Johnny is not like them.
CONCLUSION:
Stephen King is a good at to depict social
phenomena. He stands out among the rest for
his psychic abilities. The people around them
are trying to get rid of someone who is not like
them with their worries, thereby dooming the
main character to loneliness. John Smith is not
understood by his family, and in society he is
lonely and aggressive. A world where the
oppressed and the oppressed are justified and
where violence reigns is alien to him. At a time
when violence and crime are becoming more
and more the scourge of the era, King himself,
who gave his heroes a "second look", looks at
society that way, and his books are full of this
threat that humanity must understand.
Critics who have analyzed the author's
novel rightly note that the author of "The Dead
Zone" based John Smith's "second look" on the
latest achievements of physiology and
bioenergetics. Biophysical phenomena, which
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are part of the general concept of
parapsychology, must be accepted and
accepted at the level of scientific thinking in
our time.
The author does not work on the basis
of rumors and speculation in society, but on the
basis of scientifically grounded facts, which
allows him to take his work seriously.
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